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Introduction

LOGIC Business Cloud™ is Cyber-NY’s enterprise cloud platform that provides an 
integrated content management system (CMS) and ecommerce order management 
system (OMS) as a scalable web solution. This guide serves as an introduction to some 
of the more basic, user-friendly functions for updating content and managing the front-
end website.



ADMINISTRATION
• ACCESS 

• DASHBOARD 

• MANAGERS
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LOGIC Admin

Login to your admin at YourDomain.com/admin 

Note: Prior to launch, you will be provided with a temporary staging link to login.


Your account manager will provide you with your access credentials and then 
you can add more users from the Settings tab in the main admin menu.

LOGIC
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LOGIC Dashboard

Welcome to the dashboard!  Your home base for managing the website and online 
store. Once connected with analytics, you will see real time data on website 
activity and be able to access all core functionality from the left side menu.

LOGIC
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LOGIC Managers

LOGIC utilizes “Managers” to control all aspects of your website.  These 
managers are listed as links on the left menu bar in the LOGIC admin.

• Home: This is your admin dashboard.  

• Website: This is the CMS foe managing 
content pages. 

• Blog: This is used to set up a custom 
integrated blog and create posts. 

• Media Manager: One place to access 
all uploaded images and documents.  

• Commerce: This is your online store for 
managing products, orders and 
customers. 

• Settings: You’ll find all the global 
settings for LOGIC here including 
managing admin users, fonts, logos and 
style settings for all pages.



WEBSITE MANAGER
• PAGES 

• NAVIGATION
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The Website Manager

The Website manager is LOGIC’s content management system or CMS. Use 
this section to manage all of the static elements and pages on your website. 

• Pages: View a directory of all static web 
pages.  Add / Edit / Delete web content. 

• Navigation: Use this section to manage 
top navigation and drop menus for the 
website. 

• Blocks: Manage shared layout elements 
such as the website footer and mobile 
footer. 

• Forms Submissions: View data 
submitted from CMS generated forms. 

• Library Modules: Create custom 
content sections and save for use on 
other pages. 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Managing Pages

View a listing of all static content pages from the Pages manager.  From this page, 
you can add new pages, edit existing pages, and duplicate a page to create a new 
variation.  A search tool is provided to assist in quickly locating a page for editing.

LOGIC
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Selecting a Page

Each page listing displays a creation date, last modified date (last time the page 
was changed), status (enabled or disabled), and tools to manage the page.


Click on a page title or select the edit icon on the right side to open it in edit mode.  
You can also duplicate the page as a starter template for another page or to test 
out a new variation.  


Select “Preview” to display the front-end web page in a new window. 


Delete icon will require a confirmation before removing the page.
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Page Editor

Viewing the page in Edit Mode will take you to this display with all of the 
components of the page in a drag and drop interface.

LOGIC
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Adding a Page

New pages can be added to your website by clicking on the ADD NEW PAGE button on the right side 
above the page listings.  A new page input form will appear so that you can name and enable the page.

Add New Page

Name Your Page

Save

SEO Settings
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Your New Blank Page

After saving your new page, a blank page editor will display with a default standard section and row. 
Before we can explain how to start adding content, we’ll need to go over how the page editor works.

Add New Page
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Page Editor Controls

Below you’ll find the main components of the page editor.  All editing of content 
that will appear on the front-end takes place in the center page layout section.

Page Title & URL

Action Controls 
& Settings

SEO & Tags

Main Admin 
Menu

Page Layout

LOGIC
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Page Layout

The page layout controls are in the center column of the page editor and use boxes known as “sections” 
to manage content on the front-end web page.  Below we have three sections in the page editor on the 
left, that correspond with layout elements on the web page shown on the right.  


The editor becomes a visual map representing the blocks of content on the front-end page with each 
section arranged in the order they appear on the web page.

Page Editor
Web Page
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Rows & Columns

Once you have created a section, you have to select a column configuration by clicking within the current 
row. You can also add additional rows to your section, each with a different column configuration.

Insert Column

Select Column Configuration
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Modules

Once you have selected your column configuration from the columns pop-up, you will see the 
column arrangement within your row. The example below shows a three column configuration.  
Click on a column to add a module following these steps. 

Insert Module

A popup will display all available modules to 
add text blocks, images, hero panels, carousels, 
product trays, forms, buttons, galleries, or 
custom items you have saved to your library.

Select Module from the Pop-Up

Added Module

1

2

3

click on the “Insert Module” link within the column
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Configuring a Module

By default, when you insert a new module, it will open a settings module so custom content can be entered.  
You can also open a module for editing by clicking on the MENU icon on the left side of the module.  

Module Pop-Up

Menu Icon
click on the MENU icon 
to open up the module 
configurations pop-up.

This is an example of a Text Block module. A rich text editor is provided to allow styled text, images, links, 
and simple tables to be added to your web page.  A simple web page can be created with the use of this 
single module, although most layouts will use multiple modules.  Click “SAVE” to save your changes.
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Module Settings

Every module, section, and row has a SETTINGS tab where you can customize the appearance of you 
module and set visibility (show or hide a module for different size displays).

Label
Displays a custom name 
for the module when 
viewed in the editor.

Save to Library
Save your customized module 
to the library so it can be used 
repeatedly on other pages.

Force Module Height
This will make all modules in the 
same row the same height based 
on the tallest module.

Visibility
Show or hide a module on 
desktop computer, tablet, 
or mobile phone displays.

Backgrounds
Add a background color, 
image, video, or border.

Animations
Select from a menu of motion 
options for loading the module.

Advanced Options
Additional options for module 
padding and spacing adjustments.

Column Split
Custom settings enables 
two modules to share space.
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Page Layout Controls & Settings

Below you’ll find a description of the buttons and menus found in the top right 
column of the page editor.  These help assign page visibility and previewing updates.

Templates

Status

Navigation

Publish & 
Preview

Cache

Collapse

Password 
Protect

Select an installed page template if a custom template has been 
installed.

Enable or Disable a page.  Disabled pages are hidden from the public 
but display in preview mode.

Add a page to the main navigation menu or use the menu to list 
existing menu items to add the page to a sub-menu (drop menu)

Use Preview to check your page as you are working on the layout. 
Publish will enable the page if is disabled. 

Use force cache to force page changes to load in your browser by 
clearing the CMS cached pages.  It forces your updates to appear.

Collapse or hid all the sections in the page layout window to make it 
easier to sort through a complex layout of multiple sections and rows.

A password can be applied to a page so that it can be shared but only 
users with the password can view the page.
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Page SEO & Tag Settings

Below you’ll find a description of the buttons and menus found in the top right 
column of the page editor.  These help assign page visibility and previewing updates.

EDIT

Canonical

Meta Data

Tracking

Page 
Options

Click on edit to place the SEO tags in edit mode so you can add tags

Canonical URL allows you to create SEO friendly page urls

Add unique meta title, keywords, and description tags to your page to 
improve search visibility

Use this to insert campaign specific tracking codes for the page

Opens a settings panel that controls the web pages visual attributes 
such as background color (white by default), background image, 
background video, hide or display global navigation, page header, and 
other layout settings



NAVIGATION
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Navigation

Selecting “Navigation” in the Website sub menu opens the navigation controls.  Here you can manage your 
primary navigation by arranging pages enable to appear as top level navigation items (in the page editor) as 
well as adding links to external websites or pages.

Main Navigation Menu
The items listed here appear in your main navigation.  Drag 
and drop each item to change the order that they appear in 
by selecting the cross-arrow icons in the Arrange column.  
Items followed by an arrow hav sub-menu items that 
become visible by clicking the item name or arrow,

Add Link to External Pages
You can add links to outside web pages by providing a link 
name and URL to the desired page or website.  These 
links behave similarly to page links and can be added as 
sub-menu items as well as re-arranged by dragging and 
dropping.  

LOGIC
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Navigation

Navigation is managed at the Page Editor Level and within the Navigation controller.  Before page can 
appear in the Navigation controller, it must be added from the Page Editor.

Adding a Page to the Primary Navigation

In the page editor, select the check 
box to add a page to the primary 
navigation.  Use the menu to add the 
page to navigation as a sub-menu item 
by selecting one of the other pages 
already active in the primary 
navigation.

Arranging Primary Navigation Items
Select the cross-arrow icon on an item and drag and 
drop it to a new position to re-arrange navigation 
items. 



GLOBAL SETTINGS
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Global Settings

Use the Settings tab located in the left side nav to access and configure global 
setting for the admin control panel and front-end website.

• Manage Users and Permissions: Add 
and manage user accounts for the 
admin control panel as well as set 
permission levels for what the user can 
view and edit. 

• Website Settings: Access all global 
website settings for logo, navigation 
styles, text font, styles, colors, and SEO 
settings. 


• Font Manager: Add and delete system 
fonts for use across the website. 

• Rebuild Search Index: This feature is 
for websites using an internal search 
index and can refresh inorder to list new 
content and products added to the site.  

• Flush Cache: Purge the CMS system 
cache to push updates live in the event 
they are not appearing from your 
browser. 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Manage Users and Permissions

Admin level users can add other users as well as manage and delete existing user 
accounts.  To add another user, go to the Settings tab in the left side menu and 
select the “Manage Users and Permissions” link.  This will display a list of current 
users.  Select the ADD USER button on the top right side of the table, complete the 
form by adding a name, email, and password.  Then save.

• Role: If your CMS is 
configured with permissions, 
roles can be assigned to users 
to grant full or limited access. 

• Status: Admin level users 
may disable accounts 
temporarily to limit access by 
specific users. 

• Edit / Delete: Admin level users 
may delete or update all user 
account names, passwords, 
emails, and avatars. 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Website Settings

The Website Settings link is found within the Settings section.  Within Website 
Settings are five sub-tabs for Site Identity, Social Media, Site Styling, Blog, and 
Ecommerce.  Use these tabs to configure your website’s global settings.

• Site Branding: Name your website 
under site name.  Add your company 
logo and favicon to display in the 
website top nav and browser bar.   

• Header Options: Drop menus are 
provided to choose a pre-configured 
nav bar configuration or custom 
variations can be added. 


• Analytics: Add Google Analytics code 
here to install on all pages on the 
website for tracking and reporting. 

• Custom Code: A code window is 
provided to insert custom CSS or 
Javascript that will be added to the 
head of the website on all pages. 

• Default Meta Data: Add default title, 
description and keyword meta data that 
will be present on all pages.  

Site Identity Tab
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Social Media Settings

Social Media Settings is the second tab under Website Settings and provides form 
fields for adding links to social pages and feeds.  Once enabled, these links will appear 
as icons in the website top nav if a layout is chosen that displays social media icons.
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Site Styling

Site Styling is the third tab under Website Settings and allows you to select all the 
fonts, colors, link styles, and styles for H1, H2, H3 through H8 title tags. This is also 
where you can customize the appearance of desktop and mobile nav.  Advanced 
settings allow the insertion of custom CSS styles into the website.
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Blog

Blog is the fourth tab under Website Settings. If your website has been configured to 
display a blog, custom settings and a footer bio / description paragraph can be inserted 
here.  This default paragraph and layout will appear at the bottom of all blog posts.
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E-Commerce

This tab is used to enable or disable ecommerce functionality for the website and 
display the separate COMMERCE manager tab in the main navigation.
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Font Management

The Font Management section is located within the Website Settings menu and allows 
you to enable or disable LOGIC’s library of fonts as well as upload your own web fonts 
or add a Google font.  Adobe Typekit fonts are also supported.
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Adding New Fonts

Scroll down to the bottom of the Font Management page within the Website Settings 
menu to get to the “Add New Font” control panel.  Enter a the font family name and a 
valid font url or upload the font file directly to the CMS following the instructions in the 
form.  Successfully uploaded fonts will appear at the bottom of the Font Management 
page as well as within your font menus for use on the CMS.



LOGIC BLOG
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LOGIC Blog

LOGIC has a fully functional blog feature integrated within the CMS that be 
immediately accessed and implemented on your site.  Access the blog function from 
the “BLOG” tab in the left navigation of the CMS.  The Blog Manager displays all 
current posts and has an “Add New Post” button at the top right side of the screen 
for creating a new post.  Links to manage your posts are provided in the far right 
column along with the status and modification dates.
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Adding a Blog Post

Select the “ADD NEW POST” button from the Blog Manager page to get started. 

The post form will display.  Complete the form and use the rich text editor to enter 
post content.  The blog post form is similar to a WordPress blog post form.

• URL Code: Enter an SEO friendly URL 
for the post.  This is optional.   

• Title: This is the title that will appear in 
your post feed and on the post page. 


• Meta Keywords & Description: These 
are for SEO purposes and are optional. 
Insert a comma between keywords and 
phrases.


• Short Summary: This summary appears 
in your post feed and blog main page as 
an intro to the main post.  Keep the 
summary brief, limited to 1 or 2 
sentences. 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Adding a Blog Post

Complete your blog post with these additional features and then “SAVE”.

• External URL: Use this to by pass the 
post page and link to an external article.   

• Author: Credit the post with an author’s 
name to appear in the “by line”. 


• Main Image: Optional. This image 
appears at the top, hero position of the 
post.


• Thumbnail Image: This image will 
appear in the post feed and on the main 
blog page.  Format as square or portrait 
for best results. 

• Posted Date: Set to the current date by 
default, you can change this to a 
specific date in the past or future.


• Status: Posts are enabled by default.  
Disable to hide the post without 
deleting.
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Adding a “About” Copy Block to Blog Posts

You can add a standard “About” text block to the bottom of all blog posts 
automatically by adding your text to the Blog tab within Settings.
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How To Display Your Blog

There are several ways to link or display the website’s blog.  By default, the main postings page 
for the blog is located at www.yourwebsite.com/blog


Top Navigation: Add a link within the website’s main navigation by adding an External Link in the 
Navigation Manager.  The external link should point to “/blog”.  The full domain name is not 
required.  

Blog Feed Module: Use the blog feed module to add a row of thumbnail images and post 
summaries to any page. This can be configured as either a horizontal tray, carousel or vertical 
column.  See examples below.

http://www.yourwebsite.com/blog


HOW TO GUIDES
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• Configuring your website branding (logo, website name)


• Configuring the header and top nav


• Adding a hero panel carousel to a page


• Adding a contact form


• Inserting custom codes and iframes


• Setting up the footer


• Adjusting padding and margin spacing within page layouts


• Visibility control for responsive break points (desktop, tablet, mobile)


• Adding Google Analytics and other tracking codes

How To Guides

Quick tips on how to complete common layout tasks in LOGIC.
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Website Branding

One of the first items to complete when starting a new website in LOGIC is to add the 
logos that will be used for the main navigation, sticky nav, and favicon.  All of these 
items are managed from “Website Settings” within LOGIC’s main SETTINGS tab.

Site Name
Add the name of the website or organization (not the domain name). This will be the 
default identity in page title tags and referenced throughout LOGIC.

Logo Image
Upload a transparent PNG of your main logo for use on the website header (nav 
bar). Should be a minimum 72 ppi and 400px long dimension.

Max Width
This controls the size of the logo in the header. Leaving this field blank will display 
logo at actual size.

Sticky Nav Logo
Having a different logo for sticky nav is optional. It can be used to insert a 
different format or limit to an icon to change the logo appearance on scroll.

Max Width Sticky Nav
This controls the size of the logo in sticky nav mode as the user scrolls down the 
page. Effective for reducing size of your logo on scroll. If a sticky nav logo is not 
uploaded, the width will be applied to the main logo on scroll.

Favicon
Upload a square dimensioned transparent png to create the website’s favicon that 
will display in the browser’s title bar and bookmarks.

Save All Changes
Use the SAVE button located at the top and bottom of all settings pages to 
immediately apply the update to the live website.

Identity Tab
All website branding features are located within the Site Identity tab of the Website 
Settings section located within LOGIC’s general Settings manager.
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Configuring the Header and Top Nav

Options for configuring the website’s header and top navigation format are within the 
“Website Settings” under LOGIC’s main SETTINGS tab. Scroll down to the middle of 
the Site Identity page until you see “Header Options”. 

Display Search
Select YES to show the search icon in the header of the website.

Style of Header Nav
Select an option from the drop menu.  Options include Default, Default Bottom, 
Centered with Social Bar, Ecommerce Default, and Ecommerce Bottom Nav.

Nav Bar Width
Select a width setting from the drop menu. Default is a fixed column width.  Full 
Width allows logo and nav to expand to the full browser width.

Navigation Text Transformation
Select a title case from the drop menu to change all items in the top nav to either 
default, All Caps, Upper and Lower Case, All Lowercase.

Nav Bar Position
Use this menu to set the top nav behavior from sticky nav, fixed position, fixed at 
bottom bottom, static at top.

Save All Changes
Use the SAVE button located at the top and bottom of all settings pages to 
immediately apply the update to the live website.

Header Options
All header and navigation layout settings are located within this section.

Nav Bar Link Alignment
Use this menu to select an alignment for the nav links including, Left, Centered, 
Right, or Justified.
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Adding a Hero Panel Slider to a Page

Several hero panel modules are available to provide a variety of options and are 
commonly added to the top of a page but can be added to any position on the page.

Starting With A New Page
Add a new “Full Width” section and drag it to the top of the page.

Insert Column(s)
Select the “Full Width” single column option at lower right side of the column pop-up.

Insert Module
Select the appropriate Hero Panel module for the kind of layout desired.  For this 
example, the “Hero Panel - Image Slider” is being used.
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Adding a Hero Panel Slider to a Page… Continued - 2

Click on the modules menu icon located on the left side of the module bar to 
configure your hero panel.  Hero panels utilizes images, text, and buttons.

Add Panel
Each panel is a slide in hero slider.  Add multiple panels to create a slide show or 
carousel of images, text and call to action buttons.


Note: Drag and drop panels to change the order in which they display.

Select Image
Each panel utilizes a landscape image (approximately 1600px x 600px) for desktop 
and a square or portrait image (approximately 800px x 1000px) for mobile.  Images 
should be 72ppi to 144ppi resolution jpeg at medium to high quality compression 
setting.

Media Manager
The media manager pop-up will display after any “Select Image” button is clicked.  
From the media manager, upload a new image by clicking the upload icon on the top 
left side of the menu bar or select from a previously uploaded image.

Image Upload Icon
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Adding a Hero Panel Slider to a Page… Continued - 3

Add background, foreground and call to action features to the panel.

Image
Once the panel image is uploaded it will appear in the panel pop-up.  If the hero 
panel slider will display images only, then click the “SAVE PANEL” button to return to 
the main Hero Panel pop-up where additional panels may be added.

Panel Overlay
Additional images and text can be overlayed on top of the main panel image using 
the features within the “Panel Overlay” section.  Upload a foreground image and add 
panel text from the “Text” rich text editor.

Panel CTA
Configure an optional “Call to Action” feature or button to add to the hero panel 
beneath the foreground image and text.  Add the button text, URL, and styles 
including alignment, colors, font, spacing, and size adjustments.
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Adding a Hero Panel Slider to a Page… Continued - 4

Additional features can be configured from the Content and Settings tabs.

Full Screen
Use this menu to force the hero to go full screen.

Visibility & Padding
All modules have visibility and padding/margin controls within a settings tab.  
Selective enable or hide the hero panel on Desktop, Tablet, and Mobile devices.  
Padding and Margin allows fine tuning the layout and position of the hero panel 
within the page layout.  

Transitions
Use the transition menus to select the delay between slides and the type of transition 
visual effect.

Controls
Show paging dots (panel indicator dots) and arrows.

Static Overlay
Enable static overlay to have a single overlay positioned over all background panels.

Save & Close
Make sure to click the Save button when all updates have been completed.  Clicking 
outside of the pop-up or otherwise failing to save will result in loss of updates.
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Adding a Contact Form

LOGIC has a fully configurable form generator that will capture leads to a database as 
well as emailing leads to a designated recipient’s email address.

Add “Form” Module
Select the form module from the modules pop-up.

Add Form Field
Click on the “Add Form Field” link to add a user defined field to the form.  All form 
fields added within the Form module can be re-arranged by dragging and dropping 
the field within the list.

Configure Form Field
Add a Field Name (ex: Name, Email, Phone, etc…), Field Type (text, email, phone), 
and whether the field is required or not.

Arranging Form Fields
All form fields added within the Form module can be re-arranged by dragging and 
dropping the field within the list.
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LOGIC has a fully configurable form generator that will capture leads to a database as 
well as emailing leads to a designated recipient’s email address.

Form Details
Add form settings and details for form name, from email address, and recipient email 
address.

Form Intro/Description
Add an optional title and description to your form from this rich text editor.

Adding a Contact Form… Continued - 2

Save & Close
Make sure to click the Save button when all updates have been completed.  Clicking 
outside of the pop-up or otherwise failing to save will result in loss of updates.
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Inserting Custom Code and iFrames

Additional functionality from 3rd party services can be added to page layouts using 
the Custom Code module. Add social widgets, videos, calendars, forms, and many 
other features with this method.

Add “Custom Code” Module
Select the custom code module from the modules pop-up.

Add Code
The custom code module provides a window in which a code snippet can be 
inserted.  Or custom HTML can be inserted within a page.

Settings Tab
Use the settings tab to adjust the positioning and spacing of the inserted elements 
within the surrounding page elements.  Use background options to add a 
background color or border around the inserted element to better adapt it to the 
page layout.

Save & Close
Make sure to click the Save button when all updates have been completed.  Clicking 
outside of the pop-up or otherwise failing to save will result in loss of updates.
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Modals & Pop-Ups

Add a modal pop-up to the website that can be triggered globally, on a specific page, 
or launched with a button. The pop-up can contain text, images, forms, or any other 
layout elements to create a newsletter subscription, announcement, or promotion. 

Go to the “Blocks” Manager
Select “Blocks from the Website menu. You will see a list of current 
blocks as well as buttons for adding new blocks and modals.

Add New Modal
Click on the “Add New Modal” button to add a new modal block to 
launch a form to create a new modal block.

Configure Modal Settings
Add a modal title that will help identify the specific modal when 
inserting into the website. For example “Newsletter Pop-Up”.  
Modals are enabled by default but will not be displayed until a trigger 
is set up at a global or page level.

Design the Modal
After saving the new modal, you can design the layout using the 
same kinds of modules used in the page CMS.  Add multiple 
columns and rows or stick with a simple layout of a single column 
and row.  Then insert images, text, form elements, or insert custom 
code.  


Save changes and your modal is ready to be triggered globally from 
“Website Settings” or within an individual page’s CMS controls.

Creating the Modal
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Go to the “Website Settings”
Select “Website Settings” from the Settings menu. Then go to the 
“Site Styling” tab located in the center content area.  Scroll 
towards the bottom of that section to find the “Promotional Pop-
up” settings

Enable Pop-Ups
The first menu will allow you to enable global pop-ups on the 
website.  Set to enable.

Preview Modal
Now go to a front-end page where the modal should display and 
refresh your browser. The modal should pop-up according to your 
settings. 


The example shown to the left uses a two column layout with a logo 
image and text block in the left column and the form module in the 
right column.  A rounded corner border was applied to the “section” 
module and a black, 40% opacity shade from the Pop-up settings.

Triggering Global Modals

Display On
Select a global display option for triggering on the home page only, 
all pages or strictly on account pages (for ecommerce enabled 
websites).

Select a Modal
Choose the modal you wish to pop-up from the menu that lists all 
the modal blocks that have been created in the Blocks section.

Configure Settings
Set the modal size, shade color (that is the surrounding frame of the 
pop-up), delay (in seconds), and frequency (once, on each visit, etc.)


Important: Save changes from the Save button at the bottom of the 
screen

Global modals appear when the website is loaded and not triggered by user actions.

Modals & Pop-Ups Continued… 2
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Add a Button
From the Page CMS, add a button module at the location you wish 
the button to appear within the layout.  Then click on the settings 
icon to configure the button.

Configure Button Settings
First add the text that will appear on the button into the “Button 
Text” field. 

Edit Page Options
Go to the page that you wish to add a modal to and select the Edit 
Page Options link at the bottom of the right column.

Triggering Modals From a Button

There will be times that you may want to launch a modal from a specific user action 
or on a specific page.  This can be accomplished using the button module.

Then switch the “Button Type” to Modal.  The Modal selection will 
appear.

Use the Modal menu to select a modal from the available modals 
you previously created in the Website “Blocks” section.

Select a display size for the modal from the “Modal Size” menu.

Save your changes.  Preview the page and test from the front-end.

Triggering Modals From a Page

Modals can also be assigned to a single page from within the page CMS.

Edit Page Options
Scroll down to the “Modal Options” tab and open the options by 
clicking on the title.

Disable global pop-ups so there is no conflict and enable the page 
specific pop-up.  This will ensure two pop-ups are not displayed at the 
same time.  Now select a modal from the Promo Modal menu and 
configure options for display. Save changes and preview to confirm.

Modals & Pop-Ups Continued… 3
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Announcement Bar

An announcement bar is a horizontal strip or banner located at the top of a website 
that displays an announcement or call to action such as a sales promotion or prompt 
to join a newsletter list. It appears above the header and navigation.

Announcement Options
Enable the announcement bar so that it will display at the top of the 
website. Then designate which pages the bar will display on.  By 
default, the announcement bar is displayed on all pages. 

Go to the “Website Settings”
Select “Website Settings” from the Settings menu. Then go to the 
“Site Styling” tab located in the center content area.  Scroll to the 
middle of the page to find the “Announcements options” section.

Set up the layout options including height, padding, background 
color, behavior, and optional background image.

Use the rich text editor to design the announcement bar content 
which can include text, icons, links, and images.

Save Changes and preview to confirm.
Save & Preview
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Section Wipes

Section wipes are an effect that makes a section of the web page stick as you scroll 
down and then another section below will scroll up and cover the first section.  To add 
this effect, you must have two full width sections with the Section Wipe option enabled.

Edit Page
Open the page you wish to edit.  In order to apply this scroll effect, 
you must have two “Full Width” sections with a solid background. 
Otherwise, this effect will not work properly.  

Click on the settings menu icon in the green end bar of the first 
section.  This would be the top section in the layout.

Configure Settings
Select the “Settings” tab within the Section modal and scroll down 
to animation settings.  Enable the Section Animation and save the 
section settings.

Repeat these steps on the second section (lower section) and 
save. Note: It is possible to chain more than two sections with the 
wipe effect.  Two sections are the minimum.

Preview & Test
Preview the page, refresh your browser and scroll down the page to see if the effect is configured properly.
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Parallax Effects

Parallax effects enable foreground elements to move on page scroll while keeping 
background elements to remain fixed. This effect can add a new dimension to your 
pages layout and can be applied at the page, section, or module level.  Anywhere that a 
background image can be applied.

Go to the Settings Tab
Open the settings menu of any section or module and go to the 
Settings tab.  Scroll down to Background Options and click on the 
title to open the options panel.

Click on the “Select Image” button under “Background Image” and 
upload a suitable image.


Parallax effect requires a background image that should be scaled 
properly (landscape rectangle with enough resolution to cover the 
background of a page).

Parallax Settings
For best results, set the “Stretch Behavior” to “Contain” and then 
enable “Parallax Behavior”.  Save the updates.


Note: You should also include foreground elements such as text or 
images to emphasize the effect.
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Setting Up the Footer 

LOGIC utilizes a main footer for 
desktop and tablet and a 
separate mobile footer for display 
on phones. 


Footers are managed within the 
BLOCKS section of the WEBSITE 
tab.  Select the “edit” icon on the 
right side of the Footer or Mobile 
Footer line items.

Footer layouts use all of the same layout elements that pages utilize including 
columns, rows, and modules.  Add a full width section with background color 
and padding to create a footer area that is distinct from the middle content area. 
Then use columns and modules to populate the footer with links and content.
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Adjusting Padding and Margin 

Spacing Within Page Layouts 

All modules, rows and sections have a settings tab that provides fields for adjusting 
padding and margin space for the selected item.  

• Padding: Adjusts the amount of space within the margins (outer edge) of the selected item 
being edited. Enter a value in pixels to overwrite the default value.

• Margin: Adjusts the amount of space between other page elements outside of the outer 
edge of the selected item being edited.  Enter a value in pixels to overwrite the default value.
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Visibility Control For Responsive Break Points 

All modules, rows and sections have VISIBILITY controls located in the Settings tab 
that provides on/off toggles to control if the selected item being edited will display on 
the specific screen sizes for desktop, tablet, and mobile screens

This allows creation of specific content for different screen sizes as well as displaying 
content in different device-friendly layouts.
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Adding Google Analytics and Other Tracking Codes

To add Google Analytics to LOGIC, go to the Settings tab and select Website Settings.  
Then scroll down to the middle of the screen to get to the “Analytics Code” window.  
Add the website’s specific GA code snippet and save.  Note: other functions, event 
tracking, and global functionality can be inserted in the “Insert Code” windows below 
the “Analytics Code” insert window.  
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Introduction to Ecommerce

The LOGIC Commerce module must be enabled in order to 
display commerce options in the left side menu bar.  Contact 
Cyber-NY to have this feature enabled. Once enabled, you can 
build your store by adding products and assigning categories. 
Categories can then be linked from your website navigation or 
within a “store” tab to open your online store.

LOGIC Business Cloud™ has a full featured commerce module with shopping cart,  
product, customer, and order management, and reporting. 
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Products & Categories

LOGIC Commerce Cloud™ uses categories to group products together.  For examples, 
an apparel store can have categories for men, women, children, and sub-categories for 
shoes, shirts, hats, dresses, etc…  LOGIC allows for the grouping of products within 
categories, sub-categories as well as by keywords and attributes.  

Category Management

On the left is the category manager panel for adding new categories.  On the right is 
the form used to create a new category.
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Products & Categories

Products can be entered individually or via import from a spread sheet or live feed.  
LOGIC can also pull product data from external sources such as an ERP, or other third 
party service.  A product must have a title and sku#.  All other fields are optional.  Once 
the product is entered, it can be assigned to a category for display on the front-end.  

Product Management

On the left is the product manager panel for adding and editing products.  On the 
right is the form used to manually enter new products.
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Promotions

LOGIC Commerce Cloud™ has a promotions management system for adding 
percentage or fixed amount discounts, free shipping, coupon codes, and more.  
Promotions can be set to enable and disable for specific time periods or trigger when a 
shopper reaches a specified purchase amount in their cart.

Promotions Management

On the left is the promotions manager panel for adding new promotions.  On the right 
is the form used to create a new promotion.



FREQUENTLY ASKED 
QUESTIONS
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• How do I add parallax effects? 
Go to any module’s settings tab, then to the background settings, add a 
background image, select “Parallax” and assign the image behavior to “cover” for 
best results.


• What do I do if changes in the CMS are not appearing on the website?  
If updates are not automatically appearing on the front-end, try force refreshing the 
browser. If the changes are still not visible, use the FLUSH CACHE button found in 
the right column of the page editor and within the Settings Tab of the CMS.


• What if part of my page is hidden under the top nav?  
Add about 20 to 60 pixels margin (or padding) to the top of the first module within 
the page layout.  Padding is added within the settings tab of all modules.


• How can I add a widget or functionality from another vendor?  
Use the “Custom Code” module to add most iframe and code snippets from other 
services.  You can also insert code into the header of each page within the page 
settings section.


• What fonts are compatible with LOGIC?  
Google Fonts, Adobe Typekit, and most web friendly fonts that can be uploaded 
from the fonts settings tab under “Settings”.


FAQS


